Beyond Imagination Part 1: The Stars
For thousands of years Man has gazed up into the night sky and wondered, what are the stars? To explain them, his primitive mind created primitive myths and gods.  But there were those that sought deeper and further. Great minds hungering for truth and meaning. Giants, that reached into Nature and, one by one, pulled out Her secrets. And slowly the darkness turned to light.
Thanks to them we know the stars. Immense, fiery balls of gas. Furnaces. Churning eternally.  Not  gods. Nor created by them. Gravity compresses matter. Crushing relentlessly. Atoms fuse, destroying part of themselves as they blend, releasing their lost mass into the void. As energy. Flooding the Universe with light.
The light from our nearest star, the sun, races towards Earth. At 186,000 miles per second, it takes over eight minutes. A distance of ninety million miles. To reach our sun's nearest neighbor, Proxima Centauri It takes more than four years. Over twenty-three trillion miles. And to reach the furthest star visible to the naked human eye - a journey of about 4000 years.
But there is more. The Milky Way. Not churned by gods from an ocean of milk, nor a path for souls to the underworld, but the light of the stars of our galaxy spilling across the sky. Our galaxy. A spiral sea of stars. Over one hundred billion of them. Swirling around the center once every 200 million years. Our sun, just a pinprick of light. A speck in the face of infinity. 
At 100,000 light years wide most of its stars were never seen by our ancestors. And yet, as we look further we find a Universe teeming with galaxies. Islands of stars. Billions, and billions and billions of them. Strewn in ribbons across a Cosmos that is itself 93 billion light years wide. And growing.
This tiny sliver of sky alone contains over 3000 galaxies. Out Universe contains some seventy sextillion stars. A number utterly beyond human comprehension. The true scale and magnificence of the Cosmos is beyond the comprehension of Man.
That is why all of his stories of gods and of creation have never begun to approach the grandeur of reality. The Universe is simply... Beyond Imagination.


